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 “Spiritual Hunger in a Time of Religious Famine” 

 

My goal for this sermon is simple and clear and difficult – I want to make the case for 

Religious Community. 

And if you’re thinking – yawn; eye-roll; boring – stay with me, ok? 

Because this is about more than my job security, or Steph’s job security,  

or Joe’s or Robin’s. 

This is about getting over ourselves and our shy-ness enough to challenge 

The orthodoxy that says flying solo and being spiritual all by yourself 

And I find my community in line at Starbucks! is enough for what ails us. 

And we love to challenge orthodoxy, right?   

At least that’s what we love to say.   

So hold onto your pews, because like Lester or Wacha (or as they say in Boston – 

Waacha) 

Here comes a little heat. 

 

Let us start this way:  On Tuesday morning Bob Murchison and I will get in the car 

And head to MCI-Norfolk,  

Massachusetts’ ancient and filled to the brim  

Medium security prison, to visit Daniel,  

The inmate I have told us about before who 6 of us are mentoring 

As he gets his college degree (along with Linda, who just got parole last week, 

And Michael, and perhaps someone new starting this winter, stay tuned!). 

 

One of the first things we will do after greeting Daniel 

Is ask him the following question: Daniel, are you hungry? 

Which is like asking him, Daniel, would you like to be free? 

Because of course he is hungry; Daniel is ravenous.   

He hasn’t eaten eggs that aren’t made with powder in 9 years,  

Or had a turkey sandwich with actual lettuce and cheese. 

Wouldn’t you be hungry? 
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What you would like, Daniel?  We say as we point over to the rows of  

Vending machines filled with various sandwiches and snacks  

That any self-respecting gluten-free, organic-perfection,  

Only-whole-grain person would turn their nose up at, 

but that to Daniel is as fine a selection as you might get 

at Blue Ginger in downtown Wellesley, and as expensive 

given that he earns about $7 a week in his job. 

 

Anything, he says, and he means it.   

He will eat almost anything, 

Because when you haven’t had 

The freedom to eat when you want and what you want, you are starving… 

For calories, yes, but also for difference, for change, for something new, 

For something that tastes good even if it might not be good for you. 

A Mountain Dew would be great, he says, and a Philly Cheese Steak if they have it. 

And in our two-hour visit, that will just be for starters. 

 

Food is not the only thing Daniel is hungry for, and in this regard  

He is not that different than you or me. 

How do I make my time here meaningful? He asks, hungry for answers. 

How do make sure my actions match up with my values? 

How do I give myself time for thought in a place this is noisy? 

How do I make and keep friends? 

What do I with those people who seem like my enemies? 

What am I looking for? 

Any of these sound familiar? 

They should.  You’ve hungrily asked them with me as well, 

In my office that so often serves as a kind of confessional. 

 

Over the years, as I’ve reflected with Daniel on his questions, 
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I’ve actually spoken of religion very little,  

One of the reasons being I am leery of any attempts at converting him, 

As though my mentoring him was contingent on his accepting Unitarian Universalism 

Into his heart. 

And Daniel, being smart and not shy, noticed this. 

How come you guys don’t talk about religion very much? He said during one visit. 

Aren’t you coming from a church? 

And before I know it I’m sitting next to Daniel, trying to explain 

How we’re religious but not THAT religious, 

And we believe things, but not all things, and you can believe or not believe. 

And then the person next me, maybe it was Bob or Jon, says, 

“It’s more about community” and Daniel is nodding his head, 

But not convincingly, and I realize that here I am,  

despite years of graduate school and ministry, once again tied up in knots 

Trying to explain our way of being religious in the world. 

And so I do what maybe you do: I switch the topic. 

Hey Daniel, want another Mountain Dew? 

And he says sure, and then almost off-handed he says, 

“It sounds like you’re more spiritual than religious. 

Well, that’s good.  He offers a shrug of the shoulders. That’s Cool.” 

 

Except – and now here comes some heat – it’s not.   

It’s not cool.  And it’s really not okay.   

Because if all you and I can do in making a case for our religious community is elicit 

A shrug of the shoulders then we are doing something deeply wrong; 

And more than that we are missing our chance to reach people who, 

Prison or no prison, are hungry for spiritual nourishment, 

Who after landing the job, the car, the house in the suburbs, the family; 

Or who, after a series of big and small mistakes, 

And making amends and working on recovery, like Daniel, 

Are left to stand in the front of the mirror asking: well, now what? 
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Why am I here?  What am I for?  What do I believe?  Am I alone? 

What causes are worth fighting for?  What can I serve? 

 

The greatest disappointment to me as your minister is that we live  

In a culture where we think these kinds of questions – which are spiritual 

Questions, because they arise from the depths of us –  

Are questions that folks would rather answer by themselves  

Instead of in religious community. 

Some of this is their problem.  And some of it is ours. 

 

And so what I’m left wondering is if, in 8-9 years when Daniel’s sentence  

(when he will be 40) is finished,  

Whether on his first Sunday of emancipation he would walk in those front doors 

And find some nourishment for what he’s hungry for, 

Or if after just a visit or two he would sleep in on Sundays and slide 

seamlessly into the mainstream culture that celebrates being privately  

spiritual and publicly dismissive of religion and its communities. 

 

And so here comes the main meal of my message today: 

We have work to do, you and I, to set the table for Daniel. 

 

If Daniel is to believe that being spiritual but not religious is not enough, 

Then you and I will have to start calling people on their bigoted statements  

On religion. 

Says Lillian, why is it that people who normally consider themselves to be 

Open-minded and oh-so-progressive accept prejudice against religion? 

Why is prejudice against religion one of the last accepted prejudices among 

People like us? 

 

And if Daniel is to believe that being spiritual but not religious is not enough, 

Then he will have to hear you and I stop apologizing for churches and religions 
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That we don’t belong to. 

Some of you, indeed maybe even many of you, have been injured by another tradition. 

That is sad and that is terrible. 

But how come we allow ourselves to be judged by someone else’s sins? 

How come we have given up the public square to a small set of religious conservatives? 

How come we let being religious have more to do with ministers who burn Korans or say 

stupid things about gay people than the kinds of things we do here in this church? 

How come? 

 

And if Daniel is to believe that being spiritual is not religious is not enough, 

Then we will also have to stop drawing huge generalizations about religion. 

I love with Lillian says on this – imagine, she says, that person who says Religion 

Is bad because it does bad things in the world and it’s up to no good. 

And now imagine if that same person said that instead of religion, what they hated 

Was high school.  People who are mean when to high school!  People who started 

Wars went to high school!  So, you’re not going to high school!  No one should 

Go to high school!   

We’d think they were crazy if someone made that leap right? 

Then how come when someone says I hate religion!  People who start wars are religious! 

People are mean who are religious!  No one should be religious! 

We take them at their word? 

How come? 

 

And if Daniel is to believe that being spiritual but not religious is not enough, 

Then we will have to challenge the culture that doesn’t seem to blink an eye 

When someone says they believe that God is nature and sunsets and beautiful 

Days like yesterday, 

But then doesn’t have an answer for what we are supposed to do cancer 

Or anniversaries of storms like Sandy that are part of nature, too. 

Do we worship the God of nature when all hell breaks loose? 

Do we worship sunsets and rivers after the sun sets and night come and the river rises? 
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If Daniel is to believe that being spiritual but not religious is not enough, 

If we are offer nourishment in this time of religious famine, 

Then we’re going to have think more deeply about what we’re saying. 

 

And speaking of God, we need to wrestle more with our language. 

How is it that the word ‘God,’ which an increasing number of folks in our culture 

Say they don’t believe in, is also now one of the most used expressions, 

As in OMG! 

I mean, isn’t that just a little ironic? 

Over thousands of years ancient Jews wrote stories about a word,  

And with great humility sought to never speak the word,  

Because anytime they did they knew their words would fail to capture 

The majesty of the transcendent, 

That these days tweens and teens and adults use to describe a new outfit, 

Or to exclaim surprise at how much candy they get for Halloween. 

Is something wrong? 

Would Daniel, locked away in so many ways from this culture, be surprised? 

 

And if Daniel, after getting over his surprise, is to believe that being spiritual 

But not religious is not enough, 

Then we will have to raise the bar and set higher expectations for what 

Being in religious community requires. 

Said Lillian to us UU ministers in June – “For the last many years we’ve 

Thought that if we were nice and hired super friendly ministers  

Who would expect little to nothing from their congregations, 

Who wouldn’t place a premium on showing on up Sundays, 

Who tried to be their friend more than their pastor, 

And told them it didn’t matter how much they pledged, 

And just try to make worship fun and agreeable and lowest common 

Denominator so that no one is offended… 

Then they will come and make us a priority. 
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How strange and wrong to think that! she says. 

How strange and wrong and so obvious to think that  

That folks will make the church a priority as long we expect nothing. 

But how common!   

 

And so that is why if Daniel is to believe that being spiritual but not religious 

Is not enough he will have to get used to seeing me in CVS, 

Maybe after a series of Sundays when I haven’t seen him, 

And hearing me say not “we missed you, Daniel” as though  

It is all about him, 

But instead, “Daniel, you have really missed some great things at church  

These last weeks.  I hope you will come back because there are  

amazing things happening, and you are missing out!” 

Do you hear how different that is? 

Do you hear how empowering that is? 

In a time of spiritual hunger and religious famine we need to shift our language. 

 

Because, friends, in this age of i-phones and i-pads and spiritual cowboys 

And cowgirls we are not the Apple version of the i-church. 

Meaning you can’t believe what you want and skim across the surface 

And sit next to people who vote the way you want and talk about God  

The way you want or sing the same songs you want. 

Sorry, but then I’m not really apologizing. 

Because for Daniel’s sake and your sake I believe there is value 

In plumbing the depths of a tradition, 

In being brave enough to try to find the holy in the midst of  

Community of people, ministers included, who are flawed 

And prone to annoy you greatly from time to time, 

In singing the songs and sitting in a sanctuary 

And sharing in centuries old tradition that you didn’t invent. 
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Can you hear how hungry I am for us to be the religion for our time? 

Can you hear how hungry I am for people like Daniel and people 

Not like Daniel to walk in our doors and find answers to the questions 

They are asking? 

Good, because if we are to meet the feed folks during this time of famine,  

And if we are not become in a generation a museum for a religion 

That once was, 

Then I need you to pull up a chair and join me at the table. 

Don’t be shy.  Stop apologizing for religions and churches that aren’t ours. 

Stop giving up the public square to a small set of religious conservatives. 

Stop lowering the bar and setting low expectations for what it means to 

Belong to a community like this. 

Stop answering questions no one is asking (like: let me show you the org 

Chart for the denomination).  

Tell folks you haven’t seen that more than being missed, they are missing things! 

Show up at church, especially when you’re too busy and can’t spare the time 

And the soccer schedule is killing you, because someone else might be helped 

Because you are there! 

Show up at church with more than comfort in mind; 

Come ready to be shaken and stirred. 

Ask yourself: how can I put some skin in the game here? 

What am I looking for?  What am I willing to risk? 

Am I brave enough to try loving someone I don’t like very much? 

 

Everyday I show up to work as your ministers, and believe, some days it 

Is work and not just the more lovely sounding ‘a calling’ 

I preach to myself these messages. 

But more than ministers, more than  Stephanie and I, 

Standing in the pulpit, what we need what we need are people in the pews 

 – that would be YOU –  

To make the case for the church. 
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And so if you’re ready can I get an Amen? 

And even if you’re not quite there but are willing to try can I get an Amen? 

And so let us begin, for Daniel and for us and the people we have yet to meet. 

Amen. 


